Codes for Lectorum Publications, Inc.

To order books from the units through FAMIS, visit shopdoe.com and enter:

- 9781632458964 for Complete Collection of Pre-K for All Units of Study Foundational and Supporting Texts
- 9781632458971 for Complete Collection of Pre-K for All Units of Study Foundational Texts
- 9781632458834 for Unit 1: Welcome to Pre-K Foundational and Supporting Texts
- 9781632458988 for Unit 1: Welcome to Pre-K Foundational Texts
- 9781632458841 for Unit 2: My Five Senses Foundational and Supporting Texts
- 9781632458995 for Unit 2: My Five Senses Foundational Texts
- 9781632458858 for Unit 3: All About Us Foundational and Supporting Texts
- 9781632459008 for Unit 3: All About Us Foundational Texts
- 9781632458865 for Unit 4: Where We Live Foundational and Supporting Texts
- 9781632459015 for Unit 4: Where We Live Foundational Texts
- 9781632458872 for Unit 5: Transportation Foundational and Supporting Texts
- 9781632459022 for Unit 5: Transportation Foundational Texts
- 9781632458889 for Unit 6: Light Foundational and Supporting Texts
- 9781632459039 for Unit 6: Light Foundational Texts
- 9781632458896 for Unit 7: Water Foundational and Supporting Texts
- 9781632459046 for Unit 7: Water Foundational Texts
- 9781632458902 for Unit 8: Plants Foundational and Supporting Texts
- 9781632459053 for Unit 8: Plants Foundational Texts
- 9781632458933 for Unit 9: Babies Foundational and Supporting Texts
- 9781632459060 for Unit 9: Babies Foundational Texts
- 9781632458940 for Unit 10: Transformation Foundational and Supporting Texts
- 9781632459077 for Unit 10: Transformation Foundational Texts